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1. - The Good News Is Heaven Is Paradise, The Bad News Is You 
May Have Some Regrets. 
 
In all my years on this spinning planet, whirling around our sun fifty-nine times now, I have never once 
heard a full sermon about heaven. Preachers always preach up until death, then stop and venture no further. 
Nihil. 
 
The Catholic Catechism for Adults, being a summary[1] of  the church's original catechism, describes 
heaven as "The Kingdom of  God is the presence among human beings calling them to a new way of  life as 
individuals and as a community." 
 
Jesus Christ, however, described the "Kingdom of  God" and the "Kingdom of  Heaven," as a physical 
place. Even providing exact dimensions, length and heights of  walls, construction materials, including what 
existed inside the walls, as well as details of  the lives of  the human spirits dwelling within. The Old 
Testament's original Hebrew scrolls gave even greater details about this heaven, specifically the actual 
"Throne of  God." Where God himself  lives. 
 

Isaiah 66:1 
1 This is what the Lord says: "Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool." 

 
Jesus Christ never preached about death and dying on the cross for the forgiveness of  sins, as that was the 
Apostle's gospel, after the fact. The original gospel of  Jesus Christ only focused on heaven, how to go 
there, and what people did once inside. 
 
Sadly, most of  the original gospel of  Jesus Christ never made it into the bible. We have bits and pieces, but 
not the entire gospel. The Sermon on the Mount is the largest fragment that remained, only about two 
minutes of  the sermon. But we know more about heaven today thanks to the era of  near-death experiences, 
which started in the 1970’s, with the publication of  a now famous book,[2] and ever since have added 
accounts from tens of  thousands of  others. 
 
For those disbelievers in near death experiences, secular doctors have recently concluded the human brain is 
fully aware after death, and for periods well beyond the last vestiges of  a dying brain.[3] This was a profound 
milestone in the medical profession. It follows a general acceptance of  "spiritual" sciences needing 
investigation, in addition to our "physical" sciences. This recent era of  near-death experiences was foretold 
by the Prophet Joel. 
 

Acts 2:16-18 
16 No, this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel:  17"In the last days, God says, I will pour out my 
Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions, your old 
men will dream dreams. 18 Even on my servants, both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in 
those days, and they will prophesy." 

 
But what we have learned about heaven from near death experiences, is exactly what our Holy Bible and 
the Holy Qur'an describe in exact detail. Now therefore, this original gospel of  Jesus Christ has been 
recreated from the scriptures alone, with only a few missing links coming from the study of  near-death 
experiences. 
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I am now going to take you to heaven with words on paper so you can see for yourself. The reasons Jesus 
preached about God's heaven will become self-evident as I do now, because the truth of  what is in heaven, 
explains everything down here on earth, in a way that lines everything up making perfect logical sense, in a 
eureka sort of  moment. 
 

2. - First, About Those Heavenly Regrets 
 
A newcomer to heaven laments: 
"Oh, the heavenly regrets no one warned us about while alive on earth. If  we had only known." 
 
But Jesus warned us. 
 

Matthew 12:36 
36 [Jesus speaking] I tell you that on the day of  judgment people will have to account for every 
careless word they speak.  

 
Why Do We Have To Account For Every Word We Speak? 
 
Because our entire lives are permanently recorded in heaven's version of  Netflix®, for anyone to watch, such 
nothing is hidden. Our entire lives can be rewound to any point in time, and then watched in real time, in 
three-dimensional space, and viewable from any angle. Not only can any part of  our lives on earth be 
viewed, but also the very thoughts in our heads at the time can be heard as well. All creating some 
embarrassing situations, as you can imagine. 
 
One level of  reward, out of  several, that we receive in heaven is called "final justice court awards." Those 
denied justice on earth, will receive justice in heaven, because God promised justice for every wrong 
suffered on earth, for everyone. Once in heaven, you can review your life and watch each person who did 
you wrong on earth. Then you look them up in heaven, and file a final justice court claim against them. 
Coming before one of  God's judges, or God himself, you confront your wrongdoer, and replay their life 
recording proving their guilt instantly. The guilty person is then sentenced to pay you something out of  their 
reward, after apologizing and being forgiven. Because when God is your judge, forgiveness is mandatory, or 
we ourselves will not be forgiven.[4] 
 
As an example, if  in the privacy of  your bedroom while alive on earth, all alone, you spent five minutes 
hating your sister, wanting to tear her limbs from her body, once in heaven your sister can scan your entire 
lifetime for any moments of  ill thoughts against her. Finding those five minutes, she can listen to your 
thoughts of  wanting to tear her limbs from her body, and then take you to God's final justice court for final 
justice. Sitting in God's court, you have to listen to all five minutes of  your hatred, then when found guilty, 
you have to pay her some of  your reward as final justice. Final embarrassment court is a more suitable 
name. 
 
Once inside of  heaven, Jesus himself  gives us our many levels of  reward, based on the good we did on 
earth, which can then grow even larger, or smaller, based on the outcomes of  God's final justice court 
awards. But afterwards, our various levels of  reward last forever. Jesus explained that although this life on 
earth was temporary, we should spend this life earning reward in heaven, because reward in this life was 
momentary and completely lost at death, while reward in heaven lasted forever.[24] 
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Final justice court claims consume time when you first arrive in heaven. But each time on earth, you thought 
you were alone, doing something believed hidden, will be broadcast to every universe for all eternity. Every 
lie will be rooted out and exposed, every action in the dark will come into the light.[5] Everyone "will have 
to account for every careless word they speak" creating some real righteous regrets. 
 
Therefore, the wisdom on earth is to always act admirably towards others, thus avoiding final justice claims 
against you. And to always assume you are standing before your own jury, defending your every word, 
action, and thought, because you will be doing just that, forever. The goal is to have fewer regrets in heaven, 
thus more reward forever. 
 
 

3. - To Understand Heaven, You First Have To Understand Earth, 
As It Relates To Heaven 
 
In all three faiths of  the God of  Abraham, the term "morning star" appears[6] repeatedly, but is never fully 
explained. Morning stars, or evening or night stars, are God's highest level of  hierarchical hosts. The 
morning stars have so much trust and authority, that they are attached to God himself.  
 
If  you picture a Lego® block connecting to a Lego® board, such when the morning star Lego® block 
connects to the Lego® board of  God, they actually become connected to God himself. And once glowing 
with the light of  God, can therefore redirect the light of  God, directly controlling events down here on 
earth. The morning stars have their own joystick to the game. 
 
In Revelation, Jesus called himself  the "Bright Morning Star,"[6] All the other morning stars are directly 
under Jesus. This is how Jesus has full authority over humans on earth. We know from scripture that 
Moses, Elijah, and Satan are also morning stars. There may be others.  
 
What we perceive on earth as natural occurrences, like the wind, clouds, and rain, are actually three-
dimensional computer simulations of  matter and energy created by source code programmed by this bright 
light constantly flowing off  of  God and the morning stars. The word "glory" means "very bright light." 
This "always flowing light" coming away from God is also called the "Holy Spirit," or the "Spirit of  God." 
God uses this flowing light to make everything exist for us to interact with, while directly controlling every 
aspect of  his vast creations. 
 
Once a morning star becomes connected to God, God cannot detach the morning star himself. Because 
God cannot part himself, or separate himself  into pieces. But the morning stars can voluntarily detach 
themselves at any time. While connected to God, the morning stars are both one hundred percent (100%) 
God and one hundred percent (100%) themselves as created individual spirits. Jesus carefully explained this 
position as a morning star, saying “I am in the father, and the father is in me.” 
 

John 10:30 
30 [Jesus speaking] I and the Father are one. 

 
Normally, if  God wants a morning star to detach, they do so without question, but not with Satan. Once 
Satan became a morning star, because he was highly trusted and somehow earned the honor, at some point 
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afterwards, Satan turned to the dark side. Satan started using the light of  God to do evil things. This caused 
riots to break out in heaven, then an all-out war. Satan had to go. 
 

Isaiah 14:12 
12 [God speaking] How you [Satan] have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of  the dawn! You have 
been cast down to the earth, you who once laid low the nations! 

 
But Satan refused to detach from God, not wanting to give up the great gig. God, however, using Satan's 
own tool of  deception against him, deceived Satan into playing a game promising both sides would be 
absolutely equally matched. Such if  Satan won, Satan could stay attached to God forever, but if  God won, 
Satan would have to voluntarily detach from God, then suffer his spirit being extinguished forever when 
God cut off  his light. Which God called the "second death."[41] 

 
The Original Earth Battle Game Between God and Satan 
 
The earth battle game between God and Satan, was God's plan of  genius deception to force Satan into 
voluntarily detaching himself  from God as one of  the morning stars. So, God could then cut of  the light 
keeping Satan's spirit alive, extinguishing Satan forever, along with his traitor angels. 
 
Sensing a ploy, Satan likely initially declined, but after learning more about God's proposed game, Satan 
eventually agreed. What convinced Satan the most, was God's playing the game using newly created spirits 
possessing animal bodies trapped in a deadly order that included death by slaughter, disease, pain, and fear. 
Along with angels and demons possessing and influencing the animal's free wills to battle it out until all 
dead. 
 
While God created the new spirits in heaven, being kept alive by the flowing light from God, Satan needed 
animal bodies that could bleed to death, feel pain, and be slaughtered. If  Satan could influence all the 
animals on earth to just kill each other off  until none were left, Satan won the game. But if  God could 
convince all the animals to survive and live in peace with each other, God won the game. 
 
The joint venture deadly order of  earth was created with a strict equilibrium of  50%-good to 50%-bad, in a 
half  domain of  Satan. Each animal was carefully designed by mutual agreement between God and Satan, 
with Satan making something 50%-bad, to God's 50%-good, with each kind of  animal. 
 
Satan's 50%-bad of  making all the animals on earth constantly needing food and water just to remain alive, 
by actually killing and eating each other, or they died instead, while God's 50%-good was making food grow 
from seeds rained by water. Animal sex was Satan's goofy looking entertainment for demon’s requirement to 
counter God's 50%-good requirement of  creating new life. Animal bodies healing themselves was God's 
50%-good to counter Satan's 50%-bad of  making brain eating amoebas and flesh-eating bacteria. 
 
Under the strict equilibrium of  50%-good to 50%-bad rules of  the game (science describes this as for every 
action there is an equal and opposite reaction, matter and antimatter) both God and Satan took turns doing 
both good and bad things to the animals. When Satan did something bad, God could do an equal amount 
of  good. When God did something good, Satan was able to do an equal amount of  bad. God could also 
save up his owed back good due from Satan to do a greater good later on. Likewise, Satan could save up his 
earned bad to do a worse bad later on.  
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Let The Games Begin! 
 
The earth battle game started in earnest with the "Great Cambrian Explosion of  Life," where millions of  
animals suddenly appeared all over the earth, over a period of  time giving God and Satan enough time to 
intricately design each animal and set their rules of  engagement. 
 
The bloody dinosaur battle game, even though it dragged on for so long, obviously ended with no clear 
winner, sending both God and Satan back to the animal drawing board. What God needed to win the game 
were smarter more intelligent animals, who could figure out the game of  survival beating Satan's advantage 
of  killing them all off. Satan also wanted God's most intelligent animals. The ones who could make the 
really evil decisions by killing millions of  other animals at the same time; like with bombs and war. 
 
But the risk Satan faced in allowing such super smart animals into the game, was those same smart animals 
could also make the decisions to not kill each other off  like animals do, but rather live in peace and harmony 
with each other, as gentle spirits created by God do. Even worse, they could encircle the entire earth 
convincing all the animals to live in peace with each other, thus winning the game for God, which would 
then be followed by Satan's certain demise. 
 
Eventually, both God and Satan agreed on a standard DNA strand for a few varieties of  smarter animals, 
which when created in large enough numbers to achieve survival, Satan dispatched rather quickly, leaving 
not much left behind for scientists to discover later. Even after several rounds of  select smarter animals, 
they too failed. The Neanderthals were apparently not smart enough to make winter coats, to survive 
outside of  the caves. 
 
God then responded by going for the gusto, agreeing to make his most intelligent most loved spirits, but in 
only one kind of  animal. Which Satan only agreed to after stripping away all fur, fangs, claws, poisons, 
burdened with soft feet, standing upright on only two legs, thus fully exposing genitals to enemies, and no 
protections for the head or neck. Satan also required several races with insignificant differences, so when 
they encountered each other, they would just kill each other off, being unable to even live near each other. 
God agreed. 
 
More Rules Were Required This Time 
 
The old rules still applied of  Satan scoring points by killing off  the animals, while God's goal was for the 
animals to survive living in peace with each other, but a flood of  new rules was required, and added to the 
game, due to the new super smart unique animal. 
 
For Satan to agree on one super smart animal being the main focus of  the game, God sweetened the deal by 
allowing Satan to keep each human spirit to burn in Satan's hells for all eternity, if  Satan could convince 
humans to commit even one sin anytime during their earthly lifetimes. Instantly convinced he could do so, 
Satan agreed. But God required Satan to agree to a preset repurchase price for each human lost, in case God 
could build up enough owed-back good due from Satan from the suffering of  the humans while still alive 
on earth. Satan agreed. Apostle Paul described this ransom repurchase price from Satan agreement. 
 

1 Corinthians 6:20 
20 you were bought at a price. 
 
1 Corinthians 7:23 
23 You were bought at a price; ... 
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Then came the agreement to strictly enforce the same 50%-good to 50%-bad equilibrium automatically 
maintained inside the deadly order of  earth. Such each time God did something good, Satan got to inject an 
equal amount of  bad somewhere. Likewise, when Satan did something bad, God got to inject an equal 
amount of  good somewhere, or God could save up the owed-back good to create a greater good to use later 
on. 
 
Satan was dumb enough to agree to all of  God's seemingly mundane requirements, not knowing God was 
setting up Satan's own doom that far in advance. Because while Satan had no idea what each human would 
freely decide to do until actually done, God already knew well in advance what each human would freely 
decide to do, because no two particles of  matter move without permission from God. Which Satan did not 
discover until well too far into the human endeavor. 
 
An analogy would be playing a computer game with God, but where God was both the computer and 
programmer, and could make changes to the source code as the game progressed. Common sense would 
dictate that God had a clear advantage, but Satan was obviously not smart enough to know any better. 
 
In the end times when Elijah returns as John the Baptist, the Jewish Messiah, and the Islamic Messiah 
Mahdi, Elijah's job for God will be to finally defeat Satan. Using God's last covenant of  everlasting peace. 
God laid out the purpose for humans on earth in Genesis 3:15. God, speaking to Satan about Eve, saying 
one of  her offspring (Elijah) will “crush your head and you will strike his heel.”  
 

Genesis 3:15 
15 And I will put enmity between you [Satan] and the woman [Eve], and between your offspring and 
hers; he [Elijah to come] will crush your head, and you will strike his heel. 

 
Screwed Over By Jesus Christ And Jewish Suffering 
 
When Satan discovered the Bright Morning Star Jesus Christ was about to be born alive inside his half  
domain of  earth, Satan pooped his spirit. Satan's only hope was to convince Jesus to turn to the dark side 
too, joining forces against God. While Satan obviously did not know how Jesus would answer in advance, 
God certainly did. 
 
This forced Satan to decide between either letting Jesus stay alive, risking his preaching peace to everyone 
on earth, thus winning the game for God, and Satan's own demise. Or, slowly torturing Jesus to death 
knowing his enjoyment killing the Bright Morning Star and a Jew, would build up so much owed-back 
good due from Satan, Jesus would have enough loot to repurchase back from Satan every Christian and 
Muslim lost to Satan's hells, for the ransom price God already required Satan to set as a rule to even begin 
the game. Then the mutual suffering of  all the other Jews on earth over thousands of  years would be 
sufficient to buy back every other human that had ever lived on earth. This includes the eight billion humans 
still alive on earth today, along with the estimated one hundred billion humans[30] already in heaven.  
 
Jesus preached and set the example of  this Jewish suffering, buying humans back from Satan despite their 
sins, thus fulfilling God's original promise to Abram that every human on earth would be blessed and saved 
by the Jews. 
 

John 4:22 
22 [Jesus speaking] You Samaritans worship what you do not know; we worship what we do know, for 
salvation is from the Jews. 
 

This is how God fulfilled his original promise to Abram, and reinforced later to Isaac and Jacob, that the 
prolonged suffering of  all the Jews on earth over thousands of  years, would be enough to buy back from 
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Satan every human that had ever lived on earth. No human ever alive on earth will burn in Satan's hell for all 
eternity, thanks to the suffering of  the Jews. After Satan loses the game, and his spirit extinguished, his hell 
goes with him. Therefore, Satan had no better choice than to slowly torture Jesus to death, with a slow 
hypothermic death, while fully knowing his already once earned humans to burn in his hells forever, were 
then lost back to God. Satan had to scramble thereafter, just for the chance to save his own spiritual 
buttocks. 
 
Satan was initially deceived by God setting up the rules of  the earth battle game, then by having no idea of  
God's unfair advantage of  foreknowledge, but then was royally screwed over by Jesus and his fellow 
Jewish suffering buying back all those once lost humans. Humans that Satan was once convinced were his, 
otherwise he would have never agreed to even begin God's suddenly unfair game effecting his now looming 
doom soon to boon for God. 
 
Our Day Of  Slaughter 
 
The way humans help God win the earth battle game to defeat Satan, is to just live and die naturally. God's 
goal for our lives is to suffer horrible things, and then be slaughtered like sacrificial lambs. Because from our 
suffering great bad, God earns great good. Therefore, life is a battle to the death for all of  us. 
 
In Zechariah 11:7, God called us his "sheep from the flock marked for slaughter," while Jesus called us 
his sheep, and himself  our shepherd, including our day of  being slaughtered like sheep. Jesus said we must 
pick up our crosses and follow him daily.[7] Having shown us how himself. Then explained later by Apostle 
Paul. 
 

Romans 8:36 
36 As it is written: "For your sake we face death all day long; we are considered as sheep to be 
slaughtered." 

 
Romans 12:1 [A Living Sacrifice] 
1 Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of  God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living 
sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. 

 
God's rain falls on both the good and bad.[8] God uses everyone on earth to his benefit. Because each time 
a human suffers one hundred (100) units of  bad, God gets to do one hundred (100) units of  good. God 
combines the owed good due back from the suffering of  many, to create an even greater good. 
 
But when humans suffer something bad on earth, there comes a rebounding equal amount of  good, paid 
later as reward in heaven, if  not received on earth. Every injustice on earth, becomes justice in heaven, via 
God's final justice court awards. But the imbalance of  little to no justice achieved while on earth, means 
God uses the owed back good to defeat Satan, but then promises us reward paid in heaven equal to the 
uncompensated imbalance of  injustice from earth. 
 
Reward In Heaven Is The Good News 
 
Because we find ourselves as volunteered sacrificial lambs to help God defeat Satan, and with God knowing 
every moment of  our awful suffering while on earth, God greatly rewards us in heaven, showering us with 
paradise for all eternity. Therefore, God wants us to trust him during our days of  prolonged suffering on 
earth, knowing the bad will fade to good. Never to end. 
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But God gives us even more ways to earn reward in heaven, by doing good things while alive on earth, while 
we scramble to avoid our day of  slaughter. God defines doing "good things" on earth differently than we 
mortals understand. If  we do something good to a good person, we earn no reward in heaven. Because they 
can repay you. But if  you do something good to a bad person, or a poor person, who cannot repay you, 
then you earn lots of  reward in heaven. Jesus explained this in detail. 
 

Luke 14:12-14 
12 Then He [Jesus] also said to him who invited Him, "When you give a dinner or a supper, do not ask 
your friends, your brothers, your relatives, nor rich neighbors, lest they also invite you back, and you 
be repaid. 13 But when you give a feast, invite the poor, the maimed, the lame the blind. 14 And you will 
be blessed, because they cannot repay you…" 

 
If  you do something good to a bad person, or refrain from doing bad to the bad person, you earn reward in 
heaven. Just as Jesus and Paul told us. 
 

Luke 6:35 
35 [Jesus speaking] But love your enemies, do good to them, and lend to them without expecting to 
get anything back. Then your reward will be great, ... 

 
Romans 12:20-21 
20 [Paul writing] On the contrary: "If  your enemy is hungry, feed him; if  he is thirsty, give him 
something to drink.  In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head.”  21 Do not be overcome 
by evil, but overcome evil with good." 

 
The uncompensated imbalance of  little to no justice while on earth, along with great and prolonged 
suffering, only to end in an agonizing death, creates such a flood of  riches and reward in heaven, it leaves us 
wishing our lives were much worse than actually occurred. 
 
If  on earth you forgave someone of  their sins against you, and did not punish them as the natural 50%-bad 
reaction, you earn reward in heaven. But once in heaven you will not take your wrongdoer to final justice 
court as usual, as you forgave them on earth, rather one of  God's own judges makes your reward decision 
automatically. And your resulting reward is much higher than had you waited until final justice court to 
achieve justice. God is very strict about justice; every wrong will be compensated, whether you forgive them 
on earth or not. 
 
Several Levels Of  Reward 
 
We are rewarded in heaven for every tear shed here on earth. Five levels of  reward in heaven have been 
scripturally identified. There may be more. First, we receive a large "base inheritance" for just having lived 
and died. Then comes the "hardship bonus" based on how poor we were on earth, or suffered so. The 
poor on earth will be rich in heaven, while the rich on earth will have little or no hardship bonus in heaven. 
If  people on earth were hated for any reason, like being LGBTQIA+, or hated due to race, or a foreigner, 
the hardship bonus is multiplied exponentially. 
 
Next, comes the "reward for all the good we did" on earth. If  you gave the bum on the street a buck, you 
get one hundred heaven dollars[9] back in heaven, especially if  the bum bought a beer with the buck. If  you 
want to get your money into heaven, give away one percent directly to the poor while on earth.[10] But if  you 
give your money to a church, synagogue, mosque, or a charity, you get no credit at all. Except for actual 
amounts of  money they give directly to the poor. 
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The fourth level of  reward is "the return of  all that was lost on earth." Everything lost, stolen, burned in 
a fire, forced to sell, on earth is repaid one-hundred times greater[9] than was lost. 
 
Lastly, comes the "final justice court awards." Where you put on mini-trial all those who did you wrong 
on earth, and they must pay you back out of  their reward, after apologizing and being forgiven. Every 
careless word spoken against you, each ugly slur, all those who spit on you, will be paying you back in final 
justice court awards. Just as Jesus told us during the Sermon on the Mount, the largest fragment of  
Christ's original gospel. 
 

Matthew 5:11-12 
11 [Jesus speaking] Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you and falsely say all kinds of  
evil against you...12 Rejoice and be glad, because great is your reward in heaven... 

 
Therefore, you can obviously increase your ultimate reward in heaven by doing more good things while alive 
on earth, and doing less bad things to people, so they will not make final justice claims against you. Good 
comes from doing away with the bad, as a lack of  bad is good. 
 
But either way, for all of  your toils and troubles on earth, while avoiding your day of  slaughter, you will reap 
such a bounty of  reward in heaven to enjoy for all eternity, because it never diminishes over time. 
 
Going To Heaven And Living Forever - Salvation Explained 
 
John in Revelation[13] gave the exact size dimensions of  heaven. Described as a square walled city 
compound of  two million square miles[14] that exists in a void somewhere in the space-time continuum. 
With walls just over two hundred feet tall, and with twelve gates which never close, each guarded by an 
angel.  
 
Inside of  heaven are cities, valleys, mountains, rivers of  flowing light, abundant green growth everywhere, 
and streets of  gold brick, all lined with large elaborate condo buildings also made of  gold. In the back left 
corner of  this holy garden city, is the throne of  God, in an amphitheater tens of  miles across. Going to this 
heaven is accomplished by God's plan of  salvation. 
 
Salvation Explained 
 
God's genius plan of  salvation to save every human that ever lived on earth, given the rules and limitations 
of  the game with Satan, is a three-step process. God handles the first two himself, while our only required 
part is the third. The third part is so easy even a child can do it.[15] 
 
1.  Jewish Suffering 
 
First comes Jewish suffering to buy you back from Satan. Per the rules of  the earth battle game between 
God and Satan, in this 50%-good to 50%-bad half  domain of  Satan, whenever someone suffers something 
bad, God gets to do an equal amount of  good. God saves up this owed back good due from Satan, to use 
later on for a greater good. The combined prolonged suffering of  Jews for thousands of  years, has earned 
enough owed back good due from Satan, to buy back every human that has ever lived on earth. 
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Thus, completely fulfilling God's initial promise to Abram, and then reinforced later to Isaac and Jacob. 
That everyone on earth would be blessed (saved) through them. When God "chooses" someone, things tend 
to go very badly for them, for a long time, and only later do the blessings begin to flow. 
 
The suffering of  Jesus Christ, the Jew, on the cross with a prolonged torturous hypothermic death, earned 
enough owed back good due from Satan, to repurchase every Christian and Muslim lost to Satan. While 
the suffering of  all the other Jews, earned enough to repurchase themselves from Satan, along with 
everyone else that has ever lived on earth. Repeating this verse again, Jesus could not have made this any 
clearer. 
 

John 4:22 
22 [Jesus speaking] You Samaritans worship what you do not know; we worship what we do know, for 
salvation is from the Jews. 
 

Many Christians believe Jesus only suffered to buy back Christians, therefore non-Christians, like the 
Jews, will all go to hell. But this would nullify God's promise to Abraham, rendering God a liar. Therefore, 
what I am sharing with you now, fulfills God's original promise to Abraham, and closes the door on God's 
truth. You can recognize God's truth when everything lines up making perfect logical sense. When God 
closes every door he opens, you know the truth of  God. 
 
If  you know anyone who hates Jews, they are doing the work of  Satan. Anti-Semitism is a fictional delusion 
created by Satan, because there is nothing uniquely wrong with the Jews. There are only things uniquely 
right with Jews. Because the Jews saved your buttocks from burning in Satan's hell for all eternity. These 
Jew haters owe their very lives to those they hate. They are morons, falling for Satan's deception. 
 
This is how God's words in Zechariah will be fulfilled in the end times, as everyone on earth will be so 
thankful for the suffering of  the Jews, that an out pouring of  love and affection will come upon every Jew. 
 

Zechariah 8:23 
This is what the LORD Almighty says: "In those days ten people from all languages and nations will 
take firm hold of  one Jew by the hem of  his robe and say, 'Let us go with you, because we have heard 
that God is with you." 

 
2.  Atonement of  Your Sins 
 
Someone on earth must be punished for your sins, to atone for them, in order for you to go to heaven and 
live forever. Per the rules of  the game, all sin must be equalized on earth for you to go to heaven. God 
regulates this punishment back upon people, spreading the punishment out on both the innocent and the 
wicked. Many times, you end up atoning for your own sins, while other times you suffer the punishment for 
other people's sins. But all sin must be atoned for in order for you to go to heaven. "The sins of  the father 
are born upon his sons" is an example of  sin being atoned for by innocents. This punishment, however, 
results in receiving more reward in heaven. All suffering on earth is rewarded in heaven. 
 
3. Answering The Only Question Asked At The Gate Of  Heaven 
 
The angel guarding the gates of  heaven, called New Jerusalem, administers the entrance examination. Only 
one simple question is asked "Do you believe in God?" After answering "Yes" or "I do now," you walk 
inside the gate of  heaven and live forever. This ultra-simple task, is the third, and the only part of  salvation 
that we must do ourselves. We have to recognize the "master of  the house," before we can go inside. 
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Many Christians believe "only faith alone in Jesus" saves a person, while faith alone in God does not. But 
this contradicts what Jesus actually preached. Jesus preached that “believing in God” saved a person. As in 
answering the only question asked at the gates of  heaven. 
 

John 5:24 
24 [Jesus speaking] "Very truly I tell you, whoever hears my word and believes [in God] him who sent 
me has eternal life and will not be judged but has crossed over from death to life." 
 
Luke 4:8 
8 Jesus answered, "It is written: 'Worship the Lord your God and serve him only.'" 
 
John 14:1 
14 [Jesus speaking] "... You believe in God; believe also in me. 

 
Luke 10:25-37 
25 On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to test Jesus. “Teacher,” he asked, “what must I do 
to inherit eternal life?” 
26 “What is written in the Law?” he replied. “How do you read it?” 
27 He answered, “‘Love [believe in] the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and 
with all your strength and with all your mind’; and, ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’” 
28 “You have answered correctly,” Jesus replied. “Do this and you will live.” 
 

In fact, Jesus had to battle the crowds who insisted believing “only” in Jesus saved a person. Jesus had to 
set them straight by actually yelling at them. 

 
John 12:44 
44 Then Jesus [screamed] cried out, "Whoever believes in me does not believe in me only, but in the 
one [God] who sent me." 

 
So, saying "only faith alone in Jesus" saves a person, is a lazy way of  not paying attention to what Jesus 
actually preached. Jesus even made it very clear non-Christians were going to heaven. 
 

John 10:16 
16 [Jesus speaking] I have other sheep that are not of  this sheep pen. I must bring them also. They 
too will listen to my voice, and there shall be one flock and one shepherd. 

 
Muslim's have always been correct about the one and only simple question asked at the gates of  heaven. 
That only faith (belief) in Allah is required. Muhammad made this clear throughout the entire Qur'an. 
 
Jews have always believed in God. The Passover itself, is emblematic of  the only one question asked at the 
doorway into heaven. The blood of  the lamb on the doorpost is telling of  this recognition of  God upon 
entering a doorway. 
 
A person asked me if  I was being literal about this only one simple question asked at the gate of  heaven. I 
answered, a doctor who had a near death experience[16] from a white water kayaking accident, remembered 
walking down a wonderful path and coming to a grand hall remote portal into heaven, where a spirit guide 
at the entrance asked her "Do you want to turn towards God, or turn away from God for the last 
time?" 
 
If  you believed in God while on earth, the question is waived at the gate into heaven, but not always. 
Sometimes it is asked anyway. 
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God Is The Only "Way" To Heaven, While Jesus Is The Only "Way" To God. 
 
The very first Christians called themselves followers of  the "Way," as in the only roadway straight to God 
himself. The "Way" was known as the "Nazarene sect"[17] of  Judaism. Apostle Paul at one point even 
defended himself[17] as an accused "ringleader"[18] of  the "Way." Jesus taught these first Christians the 
true "[Road]Way" to God so well, they even named their group the "Way." 
 
But getting past the angel guarding the gate of  heaven is only the first step in the whole "[Road]Way" to 
God. After stepping foot inside of  heaven, Jesus himself  greets you with a smile and a hug, escorts you 
along the "[Road]Ways" to your condo, answers all of  your questions, and gives you your rewards. Then 
Jesus escorts you along the Main Street "[Road]Way" to the actual throne of  God in the back left corner 
of  heaven, into a large loud raucous party that never ends in a huge amphitheater tens of  miles wide. Full of  
millions of  human spirits getting blasted by the light flowing off  of  God. Once inside the throne 
amphitheater eternity party, Jesus personally introduces you to God before millions of  cheering humans. 
God then greets you with powerful words of  love. These are the exact logical steps in the whole 
"[Road]Way" to God, that Jesus taught the first believers so well. 
 
Jesus explained that each newly dead human spirit will meet him once inside the gate of  heaven. 
 

John 10:7-9 
7 Therefore Jesus said again, "Very truly I tell you, I am the gate for the sheep. ... 9 I am the gate; 
whoever enters through me will be saved." 

 
The Most Misunderstood Verse In The Bible 
 
Apostle John wrote of  the time Jesus comforted his disciples by again teaching this whole logical 
"[Road]Way" to God, because Jesus was soon going back to his father's heavenly kingdom. Where Jesus 
would prepare a condo for each of  them, then Jesus would greet each disciple just inside the gate, and 
escort them to their condo, then to God's throne party. Although some of  the exact wording of  this 
"[Road]Way" to God was muddled below, most remained. 
 

John 14:1-6 
1 [Jesus speaking] “Do not let your hearts be troubled. You believe in God; believe also in me.  2 My 
Father’s house has many rooms; if  that were not so, would I have told you that I am going there to 
prepare a place for you?  3 And if  I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be 
with me that you also may be where I am.  4 You know the way to the place where I am going.”  5 
Thomas said to him, “Lord, we don’t know where you are going, so how can we know the way?”  6 
Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through 
me." 

 
This "No one comes to the Father except through me." has been taken quite literally to mean "those 
who do not believe alone in Jesus go straight to hell." Which is incorrectly inferred. 
 
Salvation Is By A Simple Profession Of  Faith In God 
 
So, while a simple "profession of  faith in God" is truly the only requirement to enter heaven and live 
forever, Jesus is truly the only "[Road]Way" to God, because Jesus personally greets and escorts each 
human spirit along the "[Road]Way" to God himself. 
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But because most of  Christ's original gospel never made it into the bible, laziness eventually caused the 
early believers to abbreviate the words of  Jesus into "faith alone in Jesus is the only way to heaven or you 
go to hell." Which Jesus never preached. 
 
Apostle Peter further explained the reason we believe in Jesus was to believe in God. 
 

1 Peter 1:21  
21 Through him [Jesus] you believe in God, who raised him from the dead and glorified him, and so 
your faith and hope are in God. 

 
There is one verse[22] that says those who reject Jesus "will not see life," but this falls apart when Jesus said 
he forgave[23] everyone who rejected him. But since everyone will personally meet Jesus once they step 
inside of  heaven, everyone will become instant believers, thus fulfilling scripture. 
 

Philippians 2:10-11 
10 [Paul writing] ...that at the name of  Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and 
under the earth, 11 and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of  God the 
Father. 

 
Prophet Muhammad's message of  salvation was obviously one-hundred percent correct, having always 
been based on belief  in Allah. As in "Do you believe in Allah?" And answering "Yes." God beamed this 
simple message of  salvation via light to the angel Gabriel, who transferred the light into Prophet 
Muhammad in the cave. Muhammad later recalled the light word for word, becoming the Holy Qur'an. 
Not one word was lost. But even when translated to English, not a word drops out of  the simple message, 
that salvation is solely based on belief  in Allah. Righteous acts on earth earn reward in heaven, but are not 
required for salvation, only answering the one easy question correctly does. 
 
Therefore, if  everlasting life is gained by answering the one easy belief  question with "Yes," then only a 
denial of  God by answering "No" can damn a person. Sin has nothing to do with it. Not after Jesus and 
Jewish suffering bought back every human from Satan, and all sin was atoned for by punishment of  those 
living on earth. 
 
What If  You Answer The One Question With "No?" 
 
The one easy question may seem like a formality, but God is very serious about it. If  a person does answer 
"No," God sends them to a temporary hell with horrors and terror, such the vanquished scream out for 
God to save them, "please God, save me!" God, hearing his name in the first person, proving belief  by 
default, which answers the one question correctly, then God instantly saves the human. Simply by "calling 
on the name of  the Lord." Prophet Joel and Apostle Paul explained this "calling on the name of  the 
Lord" saved a person, because it proved belief  in God. 
 

Romans 10:14 
14 [Paul writing] "How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in?" 
 
Joel 2:32  
32 "...And everyone who calls on the name of  the Lord will be saved;" 
 
Acts 2:21 
21"...And everyone who calls on the name of  the Lord will be saved." 
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Romans 10:13 
13 "...for, "Everyone who calls on the name of  the Lord will be saved." 

 
Do Atheists Answer The Question With "No?" 
 
God especially loves the atheists, because the moment they are sent to a temporary hell, upon first pain, 
from first flame, creates an instant rush of  belief. Keenly aware of  where they were, such they instantly 
scream out for God to save them. God, who demands mercy, not sacrifice,[20] happily saves the new believer. 
God will never leave one, nor forsake one, until they answer yes.[20] 
 
It is not true that everyone goes to heaven right away, as from the research into the study of  near death 
experiences, between six and ten percent go straight to a temporary hell, until they scream out to be saved, 
and then they are saved. So, eventually everyone will make it into heaven. If  you have family members and 
friends who died unsaved, they are now, just as God saved them, with some encouraging fire. 
 
Some Christians will profess we have to believe in God before we die, because it is too late once we die; 
just go to hell and say goodbye. This is not found anywhere in our Bible. It was an assumption based on 
ignorance of  life after death, and a denial of  the power, love, and humor of  God. Only upon the second 
death,[41] the death of  the spirit, which is done in heaven after much explanation, can a person's spirit be 
extinguished forever. 
 
Who Else Goes To Heaven? 
 
Every Muslim goes to heaven, being unable to answer the one question incorrectly. All Jews go to heaven 
automatically answering yes, they believe in God. Catholics, Mormons, Baptists, Lutherans, 
Presbyterians, Pentecostal, Amish, Quakers, Shakers, nondenominational, along with every other sub 
group; all go to heaven. If  you ask a Buddhist if  they believe in God, they will answer but of  course; so off  
to heaven they go. The Hindu will answer yes, because they believe in lots of  gods; so off  to heaven they 
go.  All thanks to Jewish suffering of  course, buying back every human from Satan. 
 
The bragging rights in heaven, however, about those most theologically correct about going to heaven by 
believing in God, would fall on Muslims, Jews, and then the Protesting Christians who remained true to 
a simple profession of  faith in God. Catholics were the most wrong, having a lifetime of  extra burdens and 
duties meaningless as to salvation. But such served beneficially as pain memory to not screw up the one easy 
question, when asked at a critical point in time. 
 
So, going to heaven is the easy part. Never again question yourself  about going to heaven or not, 
because you can never screw it up either. It is impossible for you not to go to heaven. The focus of  your 
attention should be well after death, and far into heaven, such asking yourself  what can you do now while 
still alive on earth, to earn more reward in heaven later. Jesus told us to focus on earning reward in heaven, 
because it lasted forever, unlike reward on earth being temporary, and lost completely upon death.[24] 
 
All Out Christian Civil War! 
 
To give you a perspective of  how far off  base some of  my fellow evangelical Christians have become in 
sending everyone to hell by closing the door of  heaven in people's faces, a recent highly public and 
embarrassing Christian civil war played out in the news and social media. 
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The war started over two Texas megachurch pastors, Robert Jeffress[25] and John Hagee,[26] having been 
invited to pray over the opening of  the United States embassy in Jerusalem. Mitt Romney took offense that 
"bigot" Jeffress would represent any Christians anywhere, more or less those in the United States, and took 
to Twitter posting: 
 

Robert Jeffress says "you can’t be saved by being a Jew," and "Mormonism is a heresy from the pit 
of  hell." He’s said the same about Islam. Such a religious bigot should not be giving the prayer that 
opens the United States Embassy in Jerusalem. 
— Mitt Romney (@MittRomney) May 14, 2018 

 
Fox News pretend Christian Todd Starnes fanned the flames of  hatred in favor of  the self-radicalized hater 
in an article[27] titled "Bitter Mitt Romney Smears Evangelicals by Attacking Jeffress" with these 
excerpts: 
 

"Historical Christianity has taught for 2,000 years that salvation is through faith alone in Jesus 
Christ," Jeffress said. "The fact that I, along with millions of  evangelical Christians around the 
world, espouse that belief  is neither bigoted or newsworthy." 
 
... said Dr. Emir Caner, president of  Truett-McConnell University. "After all, if  Jeffress is a bigot for 
declaring that there is only one way to heaven, so too was Jesus a bigot by declaring, ‘I am the way, 
the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me." 
 
"Ultimately, a good Jew, Muslim or Baptist cannot go to heaven without the saving blood of  Jesus 
Christ," Caner said. 

 
Notice the qualifier of  "good" before "Jew," as if  the natural state of  a Jew was bad, so a good one would 
be distinguished. The hatred is palpable. This is indicative of  the general Satanification of  many evangelical 
Christians into right-wing pro-torture political demons who hate almost all of  God's children. Jesus 
warned us in Matthew that in the end times the "love of  most will grow cold" and they would "hate 
people." 
 

Matthew 24:10 
10 At that time [end times] many [believers] will turn away from the [biblical] faith and will betray and 
hate each other, 11 and many false prophets [Robert Jeffress, John Hagee] will appear and deceive 
many people. 12 Because of  the increase of  wickedness, the love of  most will grow cold, 

 
So many evangelical Christians today “hate” just about everyone. They hate Jews, Muslims, LGBTQIA+, 
Blacks, foreigners, women, the poor, the disabled, the homeless, the celibate, the mentally ill, and peaceful 
protesters. They join political parties that worship sex, war, weapons, guns, mass murder, execution, and 
torture. They cage children, rip children away from parents, and torture children in detention centers until 
dead. 
 
As an evangelical Christian saved at age seven, and a descendent of  two Pilgrims on the Mayflower, coming 
out of  the Protestant Revolution in 1620, I can assure you none of  these people represent the "millions 
of  evangelical Christians around the world." As they only represent themselves individually. 
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Understanding Satan's Deception 
 
Satan's most often employed tool is deception, because it works every time. These human bodies our spirits 
possess are animals under the same burdens and constraints as all the other animals on earth, including 
avoiding being attacked and eaten by wild animals. A human body without food will not be one for long. If  
a human animal cannot have sex or masturbate, very, very bad things can occur. 
 
In God's earth battle game with Satan, either the human animals would just kill each other off  until none 
were left alive, or humans would rise above their animal, and resist killing each other off, living in peace with 
each other. Jesus taught that doing the opposite of  what was our first natural animal reaction, would result 
in the best possible outcome. While doing what our animal wanted to do as a natural reaction, produced the 
worst possible outcome. Having been so deceived by Satan. 
 
Jesus taught us to love our enemies, and pray for those who persecute us.[28] Our natural animal reaction is 
to hate our enemies, and attack our persecutors as a defense going on the offense. But the best possible 
outcome is achieved with peace, so Jesus was correct. Christ's logic of  "the doctrine of  opposites" here, 
is why Jesus is credited as being the most logical person in all of  history. God's logic beats Satan's 
deception. 
 
Newcomers to heaven are stunned and shocked to learn how deceived they were on earth, because life in 
heaven is the opposite of  what they thought on earth. 
 
As An Example: The Suicide Bomber 
 
The suicide bomber is fooled into believing blowing people up will make God happy, only to immediately 
face in heaven all those they just killed, who immediately filed final justice court claims against them, taking 
all their reward. Leaving the bomber broke, and hated in heaven forever. Having been deceived by Satan, 
because deception worked every time. 
 
 

4. - God's New Jerusalem vs. Earth's Jerusalem? 
 
John in Revelation[29] called heaven "New Jerusalem." God in the Old Testament called heaven the 
"Holy City." Where God was already on his throne, in his already kingdom. God's promise of  Jerusalem 
to the Muslim, Jew, and Christian, is not the Jerusalem of  stones and bones in Satan's half  domain of  
earth, doomed to become star dust once again. But rather God's New Jerusalem with streets of  gold, and 
overflowing green gardens, which will last forever, and currently holds up to one hundred billion human 
spirits.[30] 
 
Jesus called heaven the "Kingdom of  Heaven" and the "Kingdom of  God." Both being accurate 
descriptors. Apostle Paul called heaven the "Third Heaven."[32] The ground level was the first heaven, the 
sky above was the second heaven, and the third heaven was up where God lived. Apostle Paul also called 
heaven the "Kingdom of  Light." Which Jesus said was full of  the "People of  the Light."[33] 
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5. - What Light? 
 
When you look at God on his throne, all you see is bright white light flowing away at a high velocity, like a 
brilliant star. Such you cannot quite make out any face or form, being overpowered by the constantly 
flowing light. The light looks like bright white clouds, but more transparent than clouds, more like fog. 
Blasting away from God at hurricane wind speeds. 
 
Prophet Muhammad traveled in spirit form to God's New Jerusalem, and viewed Allah on his throne, in 
the back left corner of  heaven, in an amphitheater tens of  miles across. Then gave us in the Holy Qur'an 
the best direct description of  God, as defined in chapter 24. 
 

[024:035]  Allah is the Light of  the heavens and the earth. The Parable of  His Light is as if  there were 
a Niche and within it a Lamp: the Lamp enclosed in Glass: the glass as it were a brilliant star:...Light 
upon Light! 

 
God being a "Brilliant Star" with "Light upon Light" explains how the "morning stars" (God's highest 
level of  hierarchical hosts) can reflect and redirect the constantly flowing light from God, thus directly 
controlling events down here on earth. Jesus said he was the "Bright Morning Star"[34] being the only 
morning star directly under God, as all the other morning stars are directly under Jesus. Giving Jesus full 
authority over humans on earth.[35] 
 
Old Testament Prophet Daniel witnessed this throne of  God too, and described the bright light 
constantly flowing off  of  God. 
 

Daniel 7:9-10 
9 As I looked, thrones were set in place, and the Ancient of  Days [God] took his seat.  His clothing was 
as white as snow; the hair of  his head was white like wool.  His throne was flaming with fire [bright 
light], and its wheels were all ablaze.  10A river of  fire [bright light] was flowing, coming out from 
before him. 

 
Apostle John was also accurate in describing God. 
 

1 John 1:5  
5 ... God is light ... 

 
And as Apostle Paul wrote of  his near-death experience on the road to Damascus visiting the "kingdom 
of  light" when he was "caught up to the third heaven"[36] wrote: 
 

Colossians 1:12 
12 ...and giving joyful thanks to the Father, who has qualified you to share in the inheritance of  his 
holy people in the kingdom of  light. 

 
Prophet Muhammad described the two main benefits received in heaven as "the reward and the light."   
As found in chapter 57 of  the Holy Qur'an. 
 

[057:019]  ...those who believe in Allah... They shall have the reward and the light. 
 
The "reward" received in heaven makes sense, but why would the "light" be a major benefit equal to 
reward? Because the light gets you high as a kite. When the light blasts into you, a rush of  euphoria greater 
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than any drug found on earth, leaves you too weak in the knees to even stand, such you slump down 
gyrating in pure ecstasy, having finally arrived in paradise. And the light does no harm coming directly from 
God, unlike drugs on earth where Satan got his equal amount of  bad, even killing the people for feeling 
good. 
 
The Intoxicating Light Of  God 
 
The closer one is to God, the greater the rushing light at hurricane force speeds, which increases the rush of  
euphoria. Such tens of  millions of  human spirits are partying before God on his throne, listening to the 
thunderous music from one hundred million angels singing.[37] It is the eternity party. How much time each 
human spirit is allowed to spend at the throne of  God party, depends on how much reward they earned 
while alive on earth. But this explains why Prophet Muhammad said the benefits of  heaven were "the 
reward and the light," because both are highly valued. 
 
Apostle Paul was blinded by this bright light of  God for three days once back on earth, having experienced 
something so profound, Paul only wrote about it once, and referred to himself  in the third person. 
 

2 Corinthians 12:1-4 
1 I must go on boasting. Although there is nothing to be gained, I will go on to visions and revelations 
from the Lord. 2 I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven. 
Whether it was in the body or out of  the body I do not know—God knows. 3 And I know that this 
man—whether in the body or apart from the body I do not know, but God knows— 4 was caught up to 
paradise and heard inexpressible things, things that no one is permitted to tell. 

 
Lest they thought he was insane. Paul obviously felt the light, and heard the music while high as a kite. 
 
The Light Of  Life 
 

John 8:12 
12 I [Jesus] am the light of  the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, but will have 
the light of  life. 

 
Ah, the "light" drives "life" itself. This "life light" constantly flowing away from God, creates and controls 
everything God owns, in all his unlimited number[38] of  other universes. Jesus being the Bright Morning 
Star redirected the life light from God performing miracles while alive on earth. 
 

Luke 6:19 
19 and the people all tried to touch him [Jesus], because power [light] was coming from him and 
healing them all. 

 
This constantly flowing life light keeps our spirits alive with electricity, creates angels who perform duties, 
causes cells to divide and multiply, makes small seeds grow into large trees, and even controls the words that 
come out of  our mouths. 
 
Just as Jesus promised, Pentecost brought God's Holy Spirit life light to the disciples and initial group of  
believers. First their house began to shake from the thunderous sounds of  angels singing, then clouds of  
bright white light filled their entire room, such individual streams of  light blasted into each disciple, filling 
them with the euphoric life light. This has been incorrectly depicted in pictures as small flames above their 
heads, when it was more like a blast from a fire hose. Others standing outside accused the disciples of  being 
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drunk on alcohol. They were drunk on the light. And speaking in the foreign languages of  the many nearby 
world travelers, such the gospel reached each person individually in their own language. 
 

Acts 2:1-4 & 13 
1When the day of  Pentecost came, they were all together in one place.  2Suddenly a sound like the 
blowing of  a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting.  3They 
saw what seemed to be tongues of  fire [light] that separated and came to rest on each of  them.  4All of  
them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as the Spirit enabled them. 
... 13Some, however, made fun of  them and said, "They have had too much wine." 

 
The author of  Hebrews, later described this life light at Pentecost. 
 

Hebrews 10:32 
32Remember those earlier days after you had received the light, when you endured in a great conflict 
full of  suffering. 

 
What a Muslim calls the Light of  Allah, and a Christian calls the Holy Spirit, are one in the same. 
 
The agreement between Christianity, Islam, and Judaism comes into clear focus under the Light of  God, 
as the same light shines on all three. And all three will be in the same heaven together, getting blasted by the 
life light at the party that never ends. In the meantime, our challenge on earth is to deny Satan victory by 
hating and killing each other. Our job for God is to defeat Satan, not each other. 
 
 

6. - The Son of  Man, Son of  God, Bright Morning Star, Elijah, 
and the "Union" 
 
So many Christians are zealously expecting Jesus Christ to return any day now. Convinced the current 
conditions of  our world indicate fulfillment of  scripture, I remind them that Elijah has to come before 
Jesus Christ returns. 
 
For Christians, Elijah will be the return of  John the Baptist, to pave the way for Christ's return. To 
Jews, Elijah will be the long-awaited Jewish Messiah. And to Muslims, Elijah will be their Messiah 
Hazrat Mahdi. Elijah will, therefore, create the foretold "Union"[70] between the three faiths of  the God 
of  Abraham, for the sole purpose of  defeating Satan using peace.  
 
Elijah will implement God's last covenant of  worldwide peace[71] that never ends. Lasting peace wins the 
game for God, while constant war wins the game for Satan. When God wins the game, Satan goes to the 
second death. 
 
Once Satan is defeated, then God, Jesus, and the other "holy ones" come down to earth landing on the 
Mount of  Olives.[72] To pump clouds of  bright light over the entire earth, taking every human on earth (all 
will believe by then) up to heaven, in "chariots of  fire (light)" just like Elijah. This is when you will meet 
Jesus in the clouds of  bright light,[73] which has been nicknamed the "rapture." 
 
So, during the end times after Babylon falls, there will be Four Spirits (or Winds) of  Heaven[74] ruling the 
universe to defeat Satan using peace. In heaven is God on his throne, and Jesus is attached to God as the 
Bright Morning Star. God and Jesus direct the light controlling everything down on earth. Then as boots 
on the ground down on earth, are Elijah and Mother Mary[75] ruling as King and Queen with an iron 
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scepter.[76] Elijah and Mary will not marry, rather God is establishing their authority on earth.  
 
The dynamic duo of  Jesus and Elijah returning once again, along with Mary and God make four (4) 
commanders of  the end times to defeat Satan. Each of  these four heavenly warriors are in positions of  
greatest power and effectiveness. 
 
What was the purpose of  Jesus and Elijah coming to earth two thousand years ago? If  Jesus came as the 
Jewish Messiah back then, it turned out badly, as Elijah was beheaded, and Jesus was crucified. So much 
for forever ruling the earth with lasting peace. Did God set them up for failure on purpose? According to 
scripture, yes. Why? 
 
Because there are "Two Olive Trees" in God's grand plan, a greater victory 
 
God's grand plan to defeat Satan and save us all from Satan, consists of  two Messiah's coming to serve 
those on the earth. The two Messiah's are Jesus and Elijah. Who teamed up together the first time as 
John the Baptist and Jesus, then will return again as the cleanup team in the end times to defeat Satan. 
 
[Remember, a "Messiah" is lower in rank than a "Savior" or "Morning Star." A "Messiah" just means "anointed by 
God." (face glowing with the light of  God.) Prophetic scripture either references Jesus only, Elijah only, or applies to 
both. But there are stark differences between the two.] 
 

Zechariah 4:11-14 
11 Then I asked the angel, "What are these two olive trees [Jesus & Elijah] on the right and the left of  
the [golden] lampstand?" 12 Again I asked him, "What are these two olive branches beside the two 
gold pipes that pour out golden oil [to make light]?" ... 14 So he said, "These are the two who are 
anointed to serve the Lord [God] of  all the earth." 

 
"Then I [God] took two staffs and called one Favor and the other Union" 

 
Zechariah 11:4-14 - Two Shepherds 
4 This is what the Lord my God says: “Shepherd the flock marked for slaughter.... 7 So I [God] 
shepherded the flock marked for slaughter, particularly the oppressed of  the flock. Then I took two 
staffs and called one Favor [or Grace, Jesus] and the other Union [Elijah], and I shepherded the flock. 
... 10 Then I took my staff  called Favor [Jesus] and broke it, revoking the covenant I had made with all 
the nations. 11 It was revoked on that day, and so the oppressed of  the flock who were watching me 
knew it was the word of  the Lord. 12 I told them, “If  you think it best, give me my pay; but if  not, keep 
it.” So they paid me thirty pieces of  silver. 13 And the Lord said to me, “Throw it to the potter”—the 
handsome price at which they valued me! So I took the thirty pieces of  silver and threw them to the 
potter at the house of  the Lord. 14 Then I broke my second staff  called Union [Elijah], breaking the 
family bond between Judah and Israel. 

 
The first shepherd named "Favor" (or "Grace") was Jesus Christ. Jesus suffered a slow hypothermic death 
to buy us back from Satan, despite our sins, setting down in the record Jewish suffering produced salvation. 
But Jesus also came to earth to defeat Satan, being the sole purpose of  the earth battle game. 
 

Luke 19:10 
10 For the Son of  Man [Jesus] came to seek and to save [buy back] the lost. 

 
1 John 3:8 
8 ... The reason the Son of  God [Jesus] appeared was to destroy the devil's work. 

 
Jesus did not come the first time to establish lasting peace, but rather division. 
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Luke 12:51 
51 Do you think I [Jesus] came to bring peace on earth? No, I tell you, but division. 

 
What does this "division" mean? Jesus purposely created a "division" in the body of  believers of  the one 
God of  Abraham. Creating Christianity. Which spread among the gentiles like wildfire consuming the 
known world. Then God purposely created a third division in believers with Islam. God purposely set these 
three constantly warring divisions of  the one God of  Abraham against each other (fooling Satan into 
allowing all three to grow even larger) until the end times foretold "Union" when all three suddenly come 
together creating a world super majority to mutually defeat Satan using peace thus winning the game for 
God. 
 
The second shepherd (Elijah) named "Union" will bring together this foretold genius plan of  unity. 
 

Isaiah 19:24-25 
24 In that [end times] day Israel [Judaism] will be the third [faith of  the God of  Abraham], along with 
Egypt [Christianity] and Assyria [Islam], a blessing on earth. 25 The LORD Almighty will bless them 
saying "Blessed be Egypt [Christianity] my people, Assyria [Islam] my handiwork, and Israel 
[Judaism] my inheritance." 

 
A "Union" is what is common among subgroups, and is not a joining or merging. The definition of  the 
foretold "Union" is an agreement on only two things. One, we worship the same God. Two, we will all be in 
the same heaven together. Further agreement on anything else is optional. 
 
In heaven we will be judged as to how we treated each other while alive on earth. This is known as 
"judgment day." It actually consists of  trials for each injustice suffered while alive on earth. Therefore, in 
order to better our position, standing, and reward in heaven, we should start treating each other like best 
friends forever now, otherwise there will be hell to pay in heaven later.  
 
Jesus wants to be known by a new name in the end times 
 
After Jesus successfully completed his mission on earth, God promoted Jesus from the Son of  God to the 
Bright Morning Star. Where all the other morning stars are under Jesus. Establishing Jesus as number 
two in heaven and seated to the right side of  God. Jesus now wants to be known by his new name.  
 
What is this new name Jesus wants to be called? 
 

Revelation 3:12 
[Jesus speaking] ...I will write on them [Elijah] the name of  my God and the name of  the city of  my 
God, the new Jerusalem, which is coming down out of  heaven from my God; and I will also write on 
them my new name. 

 
This "new" name for Jesus is found in Revelation 22:16. In the last verses of  the Bible. 
 

Revelation 22:16 
[Jesus speaking] ...I am the Root and Offspring of  David, and the Bright Morning Star. 

 
Jesus purposely used the terms "Son of  Man" and "Son of  God" to tie into prophetic scripture from the 
Hebrew prophets. But all humans on earth are sons and daughters of  [a] man, obviously. And since the 
flowing light from God keeps all of  our human spirits alive, we are all direct "Sons and Daughters of  
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God." God, Job, Jesus, Paul, Peter, John, and James called all of  us the "Children of  God." 
 

1 John 3:1 
1 See what great love the father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of  God! And that 
is what we are! 

 
In fact, God said we were all "gods." With a small "g" of  course. Because the light of  God keeps our spirits 
alive, making all of  us a small part of  God himself. 
 

Psalm 82:6 
6 [Quoting God] "I said, 'You are "gods"; you are all sons of  the Most High.'" 

 
John 10:34 
34 Jesus answered them, "Is it not written in your Law, 'I have said you are 'gods'"? ...Why then do you 
accuse me of  blasphemy because I said, 'I am God's Son'? 

 
Therefore, what makes Jesus unique (the one and only) and the number two in heaven, is not from being a 
son of  man, or a son of  God, but rather the Bright Morning Star. Being directly attached to God, 
redirecting the light, the second in command in heaven, and sitting on his throne to the right side of  God. 
When Jesus said he was in the Father, and the Father was inside of  him, Jesus was describing being the 
Bright Morning Star. 
 

John 14:11 
11 [Jesus speaking] Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the Father is in me; 
 

This shines light on John 3:16. 
 
John 3:16 
16 For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son [Bright Morning Star], that whoever 
believes in him [believes what Jesus preached] shall not perish but have eternal life. 

 
The above verse was based on John's understanding of  the gospel at the time it was written, long before 
Jesus later laid down the correction in the book of  Revelation, clarifying his true new authority and name. 
 
God in Psalm 2:7 said to the Jewish Messiah (Elijah) to come, after his defeat of  Babylon "You are my 
son; today I have become your father." In the same way God promoted Jesus after his successful 
mission on earth from Son of  God to Bright Morning Star, God in the end times promotes Elijah from 
Son of  Man to Son of  God. But the sermon the servant shepherd Elijah will deliver, is that we are all the 
Children of  God, not just Elijah or Jesus.  
 
God and Jesus have waited until now to make all of  this clear, even though it has been in our Bible for two 
thousand years. 
 
With the above as a preface to first understanding earth, as it relates to heaven, let us now go to heaven 
using words on paper. 
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7. - First Comes Dying On Earth 
 
The happiest day of  your life will be the day your human body dies on earth. Because that starts your real 
life. Death has been described as waking up from a bad dream thankful it was over, and feeling more alive 
than you ever felt while alive on earth. Like you were born again. This life on earth is the warm-up life, 
temporary and fleeting, which when viewed from the next life, leaves us wondering why we spent so much 
time in that hard, dull, and difficult life on earth. 
 
When Do You Die? 
 
Just when and how you die is up to God obviously, but over the course of  a lifetime, there are a dozen or so 
moments where you come very close to death, but just squeak by each time with your very life. These evenly 
spaced "check out points" require God to decide before each one, to either pull the plug on you, or to save 
your life once again, because God had more work for you to do while on earth. Many of  these check out 
points are unknown to you. Some being on a microscopic level of  bacteria and virus, while others are more 
obvious. Experiencing a close call while driving a vehicle, which left you startled and gasping for air, meant 
God clearly had more work for you to do while on earth. Because once your work is done, so are you, at the 
very next check out point. 
 
The Moment Of  Death 
 
God has a morbid sense of  humor, and hangs out at the intersection of  life and death. Eager to love and 
reward those he gave over to Satan to abuse and kill. Love is the most powerful force in God's many realms. 
You are aware of  this the moment you die, because all the pain instantly stops, and is fully replaced with a 
rush of  intense love and euphoria, making you feel better than you ever felt while alive on earth. 
 
If  you were on your deathbed waiting to die, when dead relatives suddenly appeared in the room, you had 
already died, because they were there to take you to heaven. They were excited for your death, along with a 
whole party of  gathered people for your huge homecoming "reunion." Apple Computer founder Steve 
Jobs' last reported words before he died were "Oh wow, oh wow, oh wow!"[39] Then he died. What Steve 
Jobs saw coming for him must have been impressive, even beyond Steve's own demand for greatness. 
 
The Human And Soul Spirit 
 
Each human has two spirits; your soul spirit, and your human spirit. Your soul spirit makes you alive as pure 
consciousness, while your human spirit is more like a coat worn by your soul spirit, making you a human 
animal. 
 
The soul spirit is described as a tiny spot of  bright light surrounded by an orb of  electricity about the size 
of  a soccer ball, centered in the middle of  your brain. The soul spirit is powered by the flowing light of  
God, which becomes the constant power supply to heat and power the human body. The digestion of  food 
does not create electricity, nor the amount of  heat required to keep your body constantly warm.[40] Blood 
passing through your brain is heated by your soul spirit. 
 
The human spirit is the same size and shape as your human body, only transparent, being made of  electricity 
powered from your soul spirit, which is kept alive by the flowing light of  God. Your name, who you are, 
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your language, the input from all of  your senses, and your life's memories are stored in your human spirit. 
 
Together these spirits possess and control all functions of  the physical human animal body. The human 
brain is like the flight deck of  a jumbo jet airplane, with lots of  knobs, buttons, and levers. The human 
spirit, powered by the soul, is the pilot, without which the plane cannot fly by itself. 
 
Apostle Paul explained it better than I can. 
 

1 Corinthians 15:44 
44…If  there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body. 
 

Our physical human animal bodies are only hosts for our human spirits, because bodies alone are dead and 
useless. A doctor will only declare someone dead when no more electricity is found in their body. Their 
electricity moved on, because spirits are powered by the flowing light of  God, so they are always alive and 
cannot die, unless God cuts off  the light, which is called the second death.[41] 
 
In the same way your human and soul spirits possess your physical human animal body, any number of  
other spirits can possess your physical body along with you. Because they too, are also tiny spots of  bright 
light electricity, locating themselves in the center of  your brain. Angels who take orders from God, and 
demon angels who take orders from Satan, can jump inside of  you, and depart, and you have no idea 
anything is occurring. Even spookier, is once they possess your body with you, their thoughts they put in 
their minds are perceived by you to be your own thoughts. They do your thinking along with you. 
 
 

8. - When Your Spirit Pops Out Of  Your Body 
 
When your physical human animal body dies, your spirits pop out of  your body, then your spirit's senses 
automatically take over. Your spirit's eyesight is far more powerful, like an eagle, and can see sharper colors 
in more aspects, than your human body eyes could. Your nose is more powerful, and your hearing is 
supersonic and subsonic. But you can remember everything in your life on earth, every single day of  your 
life, even recall time in the womb. You have arms, legs, fingers and toes, a head, and a torso, but you are 
transparent, a spirit made up of  electricity. When you touch your transparent arm, you feel a tingly electrical 
field, with tiny sparks of  light. 
 
You no longer have sexual organs, because those were only attached to the physical animal body left down 
on earth. Sex was Satan's demand for his half  of  something bad, to counter God's half  of  good creating 
new life. Jesus explained human spirits are like the angels in heaven, they do not have bodies with genitals. 
 

Matthew 22:30 
30 At the resurrection [once in heaven] people will neither marry nor be given in marriage; they will be 
like the angels in heaven. 

 
Therefore, you experience no sexual urges, nor experience mood swings, no bad moods, nor sparks of  
violent anger, and no mental illness. You do not eat food, are never hungry, and never urinate or defecate. 
No virus, no bacteria, no cancer, no illness, nor any of  the other curses which came from possessing a 
physical animal body trapped in a deadly order where no one got out alive. You are truly free for the first 
time ever. Like you were born again[42] into a new life, but feeling like you had finally arrived at what being 
alive was all about. So, while the body that came from the earth is returned to the earth, the spirit that was 
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created in heaven, returns home to heaven. 
 
You Are Also No Longer Possessed By Angels And Demons 
 
You are also no longer possessed by angels and demons. Near death experiences reveal that every human 
has one angel and one demon, who remain with them for life. A guardian angel and a guardian demon. 
Many people are shocked learning this, but it actually explains why each person, no matter how pious, can 
do both good and bad things. 
In fact, a person's very personality is made up of  themselves, their angel, and their demon. Their angel 
makes them love others, while their demon yells, curses, and hates people. The goal is to ignore your demon, 
and trust your angel. Most people know their demon very well, and only bring out their demon when 
necessary. If  you were to encounter a stranger in a darkened alley, asking them "are you friend or foe?"  You 
are asking them should you use your angel with them, or get your demon. 
 
A person's sexual orientation is determined solely by their demon, as angels have nothing to do with sex. 
There is no holy sex, because God considers sex just another bodily function burden, a compromise with 
Satan, and is tolerated because so few can resist their sex demon. But Jesus demanded celibacy for 
believers,[43] and Apostle Paul told men not to have sex[44] and to stay unmarried, as was he. It is amazing 
how many Christians have accepted the practice of  marriage today, and engage in carnal sin. There are still 
Protestant preachers who refuse to marry couples. Jews and Muslims can marry, but Christians cannot. 
 
But when you think to yourself  in your head, or ponder a decision with pros and cons, what you perceive as 
your own thoughts, are really you, your angel, and your demon having a meeting in your head. Thinking 
back and forth to each other. If  you decided to rob a bank, but then decided not to, due to risk of  resulting 
prison, it was your demon with the bad idea, and your angel who argued against your demon. Angels 
influence you to do good things, while demons influence you to do bad things. Thus scoring points for their 
masters, in the earth battle game. 
 
Dreams while sleeping occur because your soul spirit does not sleep, neither does your angel or demon. So 
they play video games in your head to entertain themselves, until your human body wakes up to allow them 
to get back to work. Angels do good dreams, while the demon has their 50%-bad time for nightmares. Some 
dreams are God telling your angel to deliver a message, or it could be your demon feeding you 
misinformation to deceive. 
 
Therefore, finally being free from your demon for the first time ever, leaves you feeling great; strong and 
energized. You are about age 33[45] once again, and will remain so forever. 
 
The Inky Darkness And The Far Off  Light 
 
While enjoying your newfound wave of  feeling great, your spirit will travel through quantum dimensions 
between here and there, wherever there may be from here. But when you see some light far off  in the 
distance, get excited, because you now know why the light is enjoyable. Very much so. Go for the light. The 
light is God. 
 
As the light grows brighter, you will start to hear the sounds of  a large chorus singing, until the light and 
sounds cause vibrating euphoria with visual ecstasy. The word "glory" means "very bright light," so the glory 
of  God is where the light takes you. 
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Your Grand Reunion 
 
Your friends and family from earth who are in heaven, are notified in advance of  your pending death, such 
they gather in a large group in a temporary heaven spot, and wait to greet you before you even get to 
heaven. These homecoming "reunions" are grand occasions, with lots of  hugs, and flowing joy. You are 
most pleased learning everyone you knew on earth who died, was in heaven, such not one person was 
missing. 
 
Your Spiritual Guide 
 
At some point you will meet your "spiritual guide," who will escort you all the way to the gate or portal of  
heaven. Sometimes your spiritual guide is an unknown relative who happily volunteered. Children lost by 
miscarriage, abortion, or unknown pregnancy, but fully grown, are the most prevalent. 
 
Your Life Review 
 
Everyone will go through what has been collectively called a "Life Review," either before or after entering 
heaven. A different and unknown spiritual guide goes through your entire life with you, replaying before 
your eyes, each one of  your sins. 
 
Each sin is displayed in three-dimensional space before you, watching the person you hurt. Feeling like a 
heel, your spiritual guide then says in a loving gentle voice, that you were forgiven, and very much loved by 
God. Every sin is forgiven with this same loving kindness. Just as Jesus told us.[46] 

 
Ironically, the only sins that seem important to God were those where another human, or other living 
animal, suffered hurt and anguish, either physical or mental. The sins causing mental hurt are focused on 
longer than physical hurt. But sins where no human suffered any harm, never come up in the life reviews. 
 
The post analysis clearly reveals "hating" someone, and "punishing their sins" are God's two points of  
greatest anger. Punishing sin is what got Jesus wrongly killed. Inmates who spend decades in prisons where 
the conditions of  confinement are set to torture, wind up rich in heaven forever, due to their suffering on 
earth for so long, because their sins were forgiven anyway. Criminals executed by the government are among 
the wealthiest in heaven, and are sent to heaven right away to start enjoying their reward without delay. 
 
But while God forgives every sin, you still have to face those you hurt in final justice claim court, once 
inside of  heaven. People problems on earth become people problems in heaven. The Bible and Qur'an 
collectively call this "Judgment Day." But judgment day occurs every time a human dies, and is routinely 
processed through multiple steps of  judgment, forgiveness, and then final justice claim court. Humans do 
not remain dead underground, until they are all resurrected together on one common judgment day. God is 
very efficient, even when purposely simplifying complex issues to be understood by mortals. 
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9. - Arriving At The Gates of  Heaven 
 

 
 
Reports from the research of  near-death experiences, support two forms of  entrances into heaven. The first 
is a large grand gate highly decorated, and glowing from the light shining outward. The entrance-way leading 
inside is actually small compared to the grand size of  the gate. The long walls on either side of  the gate fade 
off  into the distance, being 12,000 stadia long (1,380 miles.) The wall is just over two hundred feet tall, and 
dark gray in color, appearing to be made of  some sort of  metal never seen on earth, looking more alien if  
anything. John's words in Revelation indicated the wall was over a thousand miles tall, and two hundred 
feet thick, but this was an error in wordage somewhere along the way. 
 
The second form of  entrance is a remote portal, reported as a grand hall in a garden center. But both have 
an angel guarding the entrance. The angel's duty is to administer the entrance examination. One question is 
asked, but with differing phraseology based on the person required to answer. The question is effectively, do 
you believe in God? Those who believed in God while on earth, have the question waived at the gate, and 
you just walk inside. But sometimes the question is asked anyway, and we do not know why. 
 
No other questions are asked, nothing further is required. The heavy lifting of  salvation, the hard part, has 
already been done for you. Done from Jewish suffering and atonement of  sin, leaving your only 
requirement being the one easy answer to the one easy question. What you firmly believe theologically, other 
than answering this one easy question, is your own entertainment, being meaningless as to salvation. 
Anything beyond this one question is religious baggage. Which just closes the gates of  heaven in people's 
faces, which Jesus bitterly accused the preachers back then of  doing.[47] 

 
One modern day Baptist Church[48] filled a webpage with hundreds of  words explaining a complex process 
of  salvation. Compiled from dozens of  verses writing: "In its broadest sense salvation includes 
regeneration, justification, sanctification, and glorification..." This religious baggage is nonsense, 
because only one question answered yes gains salvation. Apart from answering yes, God is less concerned 
with what you believe and how firmly you believe it, and is more concerned with your actions towards 
others. As the only proof  of  creeds are the meads of  deeds. 
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The unnecessary religious baggage that we have created in Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, is okay if  
done to show our love for God, but must never be placed as requirements to enter heaven. Only the one 
question is required. Thanks solely to the suffering of  the Jews, and the atonement of  sin (someone on 
earth must be punished for your sins) while on earth, leaving your only part being the one easy question. 
Adding further requirements for salvation just shuts the gates of  heaven in people's faces. 
 
Meeting Jesus For the First Time 
 
As you walk through the small entrance-way in the large ornate gate, the light grows brighter, until you step 
inside of  heaven for the first time, to witness Jesus standing before you, with a huge smile. His clothes are 
glowing white robes, his appearance is as you have imagined him, and the light flowing away from him hits 
you with euphoria, while his charisma is electrifying. Your smile is as big as his. If  you had never believed in 
Jesus while on earth, or had no idea there was one, the surprise and instant love is even grander. Jesus loves 
to see the shock on people's faces. Like on Candid Camera® kind of  shock. It is recorded forever too. 
 
How Can Jesus Meet Every Newly Dead Human Spirit Individually, Can Jesus 
Replicate Himself ? 
 
Yes and no. Time elapses differently in heaven, than on earth. Earth time is the slowest possible time, 
passing by at a steady rate ever forward. But a thousand years elapsing on earth, can be like one day in 
heaven time.[49] Time is just a variable in God's math equations, and is highly manipulated. But God, Jesus, 
and the other morning stars, have access to a special kind of  time zone. Such each can focus only on you 
full time, always there with you, always listening, laughing with you, crying with you, for your entire lifetime. 
And they do the same for every other human, individually. Because what we see on earth around us every 
day, with people going about their daily lives, is really a combination of  many individual time periods, 
running concurrently as viewed from our time perspective.  
 
This is how God, Jesus, and the other morning stars, can "appear" to be in the same place at the same 
time. In heaven too. 
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Jesus Takes You To Your Condo 
 

 
 
 
Jesus takes you to your condo, because he has prepared it especially for you since the day you were born.[50]  
Jesus is excited for the grand reveal. You and Jesus walk side by side down and along the streets and 
roadways of  heaven made from bricks of  solid gold. 
 
Heaven being 1.96 million square miles in area, about the size of  the bulk of  the United States, has many 
cities, hills, valleys, mountains, green growth, and rivers of  flowing light down each street. The sky is inky 
darkness with no sun, moon, or stars. The light constantly flowing off  of  God inside the throne of  God, 
first blasting the human spirits with euphoria, then pools and gathers, to finally flow out of  the 
amphitheater as one raging river with rapids of  light. 
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This raging river of  light then flows through the base of  the tree of  life, causing everything to grow, then 
flows down a long wide "Main Street" of  heaven. The light is distributed throughout heaven via side 
streets, then flows up and into each individual condo, being the only source of  illumination[51] for the entire 
two million square miles of  heaven. 
 
The layout of  streets and buildings is by master plan, but not unlike what human city planners have 
designed. With major arteries and side streets, all paved with solid gold bricks. With city blocks of  ornate 
columned condo buildings also made of  gold, and about five to seven stories tall. Plants and flowers grow 
over everything, green gardens abound. The light makes everything grow and bloom. 
 
Street intersections have traffic circles similar to earth, but everyone walks everywhere, and uses heaven's 
version of  the subway. Instead of  a fountain in the center of  the traffic circles, there is a round dark pad 
which you step upon. Which instantly moves you through quantum dimensions to reappear stepping off  of  
the pad closest to your destination. You can go anywhere in heaven quickly for free, and without travel 
delays. 
 
Heaven is more than halfway full already.[52] But there are private estates and mansions, with lakes of  light to 
swim in, or along banks of  rivers of  flowing light. Hills and mountains are also sought after, because the 
closer your condo is to God at his throne, the more light flows inside. Which makes them better places for 
entertaining, having extra light for all of  your guests. Just where and how close your condo is located, is 
another benefit tied to the reward you earned while alive on earth, but was paid in heaven. 
 
The tallest mountain is home to the six million Jews slaughtered by Adolph Hitler. Those vanquished back 
then, now have the best view close to the throne party, and have been basking in the light ever since. 
Injustice on earth becomes justice in heaven. 
 
The slums in heaven are not full of  Black people, rather white people who hated Black people, putting them 
in slums on earth. The lowest floors with the least amount of  light, are reserved for those who "hated" 
people on earth. Injustice on earth becomes justice in heaven. 
 
Many Christians today hate gay people, believing God hates them. While not knowing that God uses gay 
people to test Christians, to decide where their condo in heaven was going to be located. As Jesus said, 
God sends angels to test us throughout our lives.[53] The gay people on earth end up with mansions in 
heaven, which block the light going to the slums of  those who hated them on earth. Injustice on earth 
becomes justice in heaven. 
 
Those most wealthy on earth have no condo in heaven, rather a tent in a field. Which was more than they 
gave the homeless sheep on earth outside their door in the cold all night. This is why Jesus said it was nearly 
impossible[54] to get the wealthy into heaven, because they barely got inside by the thinnest of  margins. 
Injustice on earth becomes justice in heaven. 
 
But if  you do not like your condo, you can use some of  your reward to upgrade, by cutting back elsewhere. 
Or trade with someone else. Friends can live near each other, and groups with common interests can locate 
in neighborhoods together. 
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Jesus told us there was no marriage in heaven because human spirits are like the angels, and do not have 
animal bodies with attached genitals. So, married couples have condos for each partner, but can be next 
door to each other if  desired. Along with children nearby, each in their own condo. Generations of  family 
members can live near each other. But everyone is about age 33, forever. 
 
For entertainment there are sporting events, but everyone is equally skilled, so it comes down to clever 
deception. Concerts, plays, theater, and new movies just received from earth are popular. Large banquet 
halls open to the sky, to let in the light, serve the grand feasts of  heaven, so often referred[55] to by the 
prophets. But food is not consumed, rather the food is full plates, heaping trays, and overflowing glasses of  
light, voraciously gorged upon in wave after wave of  euphoria. While laughing about how gory their deaths 
were on earth, they enjoy friends, thanking God they were no longer on earth. 
 
There are no churches, mosques, or synagogues in heaven, no preachers who have never been to heaven 
before. There is no praying because you talk back and forth with God all day long. Which makes for some 
righteous conversations. 
 
Your reputation in heaven is based on what you did on earth, both good and bad. If  you were known on 
earth for doing something good, you will be known in heaven for having done good on earth. But those 
who did something good on earth that no one witnessed, or gave recognition, will become the unsung 
heroes who are the break-away most famous in heaven. Same with those who gave money to the poor 
anonymously.[56] 
 
If  you were wealthy on earth, and did not give money directly to the poor, you will be hated in heaven, 
forever. But if  you were wealthy, and gave all your money directly to the poor, leaving you broke, you will be 
a smash-hit super hero in heaven. This is why Jesus set the tithing rate[57] at one hundred percent, saying 
give all your money directly to the poor. Because it made us rich in heaven. Jesus was looking out for our 
best interest. 
 
How Large Is A Condo? 
 
Different translations of  the Bible use words such as "rooms" or "mansions," but I use the term "condo" 
due to the size. Although a condo on earth can be small and cramped, the condo in heaven is more like a 
grand ballroom in a palace. With ceilings twenty or thirty feet tall, in a room of  four times the dimensions, 
with one or two walls of  all windows opened to the outside. To not block any of  the flowing light of  God, 
which enters and swirls around you and your guests seated to catch the best intoxicating rays. Sofa's and 
chairs provide seating, while tables display and hold hobby items. 
 
There is no kitchen because you do not eat food. The light keeps you alive and happy, quite literally. Jesus 
explained he was the life light,[58] and the bread of  life, whoever ate his body of  light, and drank his life light, 
would live forever.[59] Living water was also a reference to this flowing light. His point was the light keeps us 
alive. 
 
There is no bathroom because you do not urinate or defecate like animal bodies do. There are no beds 
because you never sleep. Nor are there days and nights, nor weeks, months, and years. Time is delineated in 
other formats, unknown at this point. 
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You have no closets with clothes to wear, not having a physical human body to hang them on. Spirits are 
made of  electricity and are transparent, but you have full control over how you appear to others. You appear 
to others as yourself  at age 33, but you can change how old you look, so those who remembered you on 
earth at a certain age can recognize you. You design the electronic clothes you appear wearing and can adorn 
with electronic jewelry. No make-up is ever needed being perfectly blemish free, forever young and skinny, 
but you can body paint electronically, and change electronic tattoos at any time. 
 
You do, however, have large closets to hold your hobbies. If  on earth you had an enjoyable hobby, say crafts, 
artwork, collections, wood or metal work, painting, and sewing; in heaven you will have the same pleasures 
and enjoyment. But with an unlimited supply of  materials, you store in your closets. 
 
Communication with others is either by voice sound waves as usual, or you just "think" to a person and they 
can hear it. They then "think" back to you. Instead of  an iPhone® to call someone, or a remote control to 
watch television, everything is controlled by looking where you want the image to appear, then thinking in 
your head what you want to watch. If  you want to call Mary, you just look up and think "call Mary." Mary 
appears and you talk. Same for watching a movie. God's library consists of  every movie, concert, song, 
video, and home movie ever recorded on earth. Unlimited access is part of  your reward you receive in 
heaven. 
 
We know those in heaven have access to recorded media from earth, the very moment it is recorded on 
media, because of  the sequence and untimely deaths of  musicians, comedians, and actors. 
 
Those in heaven convinced God to kill Whitney Houston in a bathtub[60] while high as a kite, because those 
in heaven were selfish, and wanted Whitney to sing live in person, at the throne of  God party. They were 
tired of  the recordings. Whitney, sensing some clout, wanted her daughter with her, missing her so much, so 
God killed her daughter[60] in a bathtub, while high as a kite, three years later than Whitney. Killing Michael 
Jackson was the demand of  billions. Star Wars® is the most beloved movie in heaven, with the power of  the 
"force" (the light!) and "dark side" with "Darth Vadar." God was convinced again but waited until days 
after Carrie Fisher finished her last book, before Princess Leia became the very same age again, wearing the 
same outfit, instantly appearing before millions of  cheering fans. Leaving Carrie perhaps thinking about 
having just been on an airplane at thirty thousand feet over earth. 
 
This ganging up of  people in heaven wanting God to kill someone on earth, to get them to heaven because 
they miss them so much, works the same way prayer does on earth. When we pray on earth, it redirects the 
light of  God to effect what we prayed for. Just as the morning stars can redirect the light of  God to 
control events on earth, so can our prayers. Such it is possible something cannot occur unless we pray for it. 
And the more people who pray for the same thing, the more light of  God flows, thus resulting in a greater 
chance of  fruition. 
 
When You First Walk Inside Your Condo 
 
When Jesus takes you to your condo, and you first step inside, all of  your beloved pets on earth are there to 
greet you. You will always have them around you, except for times when they join their kind for play in their 
many heavens. But you can communicate with them in the same language for the first time ever, which 
creates some interesting dialog. 
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If  on earth you owned any small keepsakes, or mementos, artwork, gifts, or items with special memories, 
that perhaps were lost or stolen, or burned in a fire; each time they were lost to you, Jesus put them inside 
your condo for you. In heaven God only does things to make you very, very happy, and never again does 
things like he did to you down on earth. God is going to spend all eternity making it up to you. 
 
You and Jesus then sit down facing the incoming flow of  light, and Jesus explains everything and answers 
every question you have ever had on earth. Jesus explains how everything works in heaven. How to get 
around, change condos, call someone, watch shows, and listen to music. Then Jesus gives you all of  your 
rewards.[61] Jesus explains how final justice court claims work, in both directions. 
 
Jesus Personally Takes You To The Throne Of  God Party 
 

 
 
After you have no more questions, Jesus takes you to the throne of  God light party, via the quantum 
dimensional subway to Main Street. The light flowing down Main Street coming out of  the throne is a 
torrent headwind which slows you down. Because as the light increases, so does the euphoria. Avoiding 
stalling from being stunned by the light, you finally enter the arena of  the throne of  God, into an enormous 
amphitheater tens of  miles wide. Located in the back left corner of  heaven, God is on a grand stage in the 
corner, Jesus is seated to his right.[62] Twenty four elders[63] are on their thrones before God. On either side 
of  the throne are one hundred million angels[64] in stands, singing with voices sounding like musical 
instruments never found on earth. 
 
The moment you enter, the power of  the thunderous music hits you just after the light does. Jesus then 
addresses God, saying something like "Father, I am proud to announce to you [your name.]" God then 
says something like "Well done thou good and faithful servant! Welcome home, join the party, enjoy 
some light!" As a wave of  cheers flows out over tens of  millions of  humans, you peer towards God trying 
to make out a form within the brilliantly flowing star light. For an instant you thought you made out a face 
with a smile, but the light overpowered your focus. But focusing in on Jesus far away on his throne to the 
right side of  God, causes you to turn around looking for Jesus, but he was gone. 
 
Feeling truly loved for the first time, while enjoying the euphoria from a heavenly drug more powerful than 
any on earth, you look around in awe and think to yourself, I have finally arrived, at what being alive, is all 
about. 
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You too will feel the light - forever. 
Amen. 
Brother David Andrew Bardes 
 
Copyright © 2018-2023 by David Andrew Bardes 
This document is free, do not pay for it. 
Distribute, copy, translate, and quote freely, with references. 
Written in the opinion, research, revelation, and experience of  David Andrew Bardes 
 
FOOTNOTES 
 
[1] See page 79 of  the United States Catholic Catechism for Adults, published in 2006 by the United States Conference of  Bishops 
(USCCB), Washington, DC.  ISBN 978-1-57455-450-2 
[2]  Moody, Raymond (1975). Life After Life. Mockingbird Books. ISBN 978-0-89176-037-5. 
[3]  See Reuter’s article published 10/20/2017 on FoxNews titled "Your brain knows when you've just died, researchers 
say" at URL: (http://www.foxnews.com/health/2017/10/20/your-brain-knows-when-youve-just-died-researchers-say.html) 
[4]  Forgiveness is mandatory: 
Matthew 6:15 
15 But if  you do not forgive others their sins, your Father will not forgive your sins. 
[5]  Every action in the dark will come into the light: 
Luke 8:17 
17 For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be known or brought out 
into the open. 
Luke 12:3 
3 What you have said in the dark will be heard in the daylight, and what you have whispered in the ear in the inner 
rooms will be proclaimed from the roofs. 
[6]  See Qur'an 86:1-3 [The Morning Star], Bible; Job 3:9, Job 38:7, Isaiah 14:12, 2 Peter 1:19, Revelation 2:28, Revelation 22:16. 
Jesus called himself  the "Bright Morning Star:" 
Revelation 22:16 
16 "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this testimony for the churches. I am the Root and the Offspring of  David, 
and the bright Morning Star." 
 [7]  Jesus commanded us to pick up our crosses daily, and be sacrificed like a lamb, see: 
Luke 9:23 
23 Then he said to them all: "Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross daily and 
follow me." 
[8]  God's rain falls on both the good and bad: 
Matthew 5:45  
45 ... He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous.  
[9]  God's reward payback ratio is 100-to-1, to that which was lost or given away on earth: 
Matthew 19:29 
29 [Jesus speaking] And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife or children or 
fields for my sake will receive a hundred times as much and will inherit eternal life. 
Mark 10:29-30 
29 "Truly I tell you," Jesus replied, "no one who has left home or brothers or sisters or mother or father or children or 
fields for me and the gospel 30 will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age: ..." 
[10]  Earn reward in heaven by giving to the poor on earth: 
Luke 18:22 
22 When Jesus heard this, he said to him, "You still lack one thing. Sell everything you have and give to the poor, and 
you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me." 
[11] & [12]  Omitted on 8/17/2019. 
[13] & [14]  Exact size dimensions of  heaven: 
(1,379 miles squared is 1.96 million square miles.  The walls are 216 feet tall, not 1,379 miles tall and 216 feet thick.) 
Revelation 21:15-17 
15 The angel who talked with me had a measuring rod of  gold to measure the city, its gates and its walls. 16 The city was 
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laid out like a square, as long as it was wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia [1,379 
miles] in length, and as wide and high as it is long. 17 The angel measured the wall using human measurement, and it 
was 144 [216 feet] cubits thick. 
[15]  Salvation is so simple a child can do it: 
Matthew 18:3 
3 And he said: "Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of  
heaven." 
[16]  See Dr. March C. Neal's book: To Heaven and Back, A Doctor’s Extraordinary Account of  Her Death, Heaven, 
Angels, and Life Again, by Dr. Mary C. Neal, MD (2011-12.) 
[17]  Paul defending himself: 
Acts 24:14 
14 [Paul speaking] However, I admit that I worship the God of  our ancestors as a follower of  the Way, which they call a 
sect. 
[18]  Paul is a leader of  the Way: 
Acts 24:5 
5 ...He [Paul] is a ringleader of  the Nazarene sect [The Way]. 
[19]  Omitted 8/17/2019. 
[20]  God demands mercy, not sacrifice: 
Hosea 6:6 
6 [God speaking] For I desire mercy, not sacrifice, and acknowledgment of  God rather than burnt offerings. 
Matthew 9:13 
13 [Jesus speaking] But go and learn what this means: 'I desire mercy, not sacrifice.' For I have not come to call the 
righteous, but sinners.” 
Matthew 12:7 
7 [Jesus speaking] If  you had known what these words mean, 'I desire mercy, not sacrifice.'  you would not have 
condemned the innocent. 
[21]  Omitted 8/17/2019. 
[22]  Verse gives indication rejecting Jesus results in hell, but is defeated when Jesus said he forgives those who reject him: 
John 3:36 
36 Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life, but whoever rejects the Son will not see life, for God’s wrath remains on 
them. 
[23]  Jesus forgives all those who do not believe in him.  The word blasphemy means to "negate" or "kill off" - i.e. does not 
exist.  Jesus forgives those who blaspheme him. 
Matthew 12:32 
32 [Jesus speaking] Anyone who speaks a word against [blasphemy] the Son of  Man will be forgiven, but anyone who 
speaks against [blasphemy*] the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come. 
[24]  Reward on earth is temporary, while in heaven lasts forever: 
Luke 12:33 
33 Sell your possessions and give to the poor.  Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven 
that will never fail, where no thief  comes near and no moth destroys. 
Also see: Matthew 6:19-20.  
[25]  Dr. Robert James Jeffress, Jr. is an American Southern Baptist (Evangelical) pastor of  the First Baptist Church in Dallas, 
Texas.  See Wikipedia page URL: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Jeffress) 
[26]  John Charles Hagee is the founder and senior pastor of  Cornerstone Church, a megachurch in San Antonio, Texas.  John 
Hagee is also the CEO of  his non-profit corporation, Global Evangelism Television. See Wikipedia page URL: 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hagee) 
[27]  See FoxNews.com article by Todd Starnes published on May 14, 2018, titled "Bitter Mitt Romney Smears 
Evangelicals by Attacking Jeffress."  See URL: (https://www.toddstarnes.com/show/bitter-mitt-romney-smears-evangelicals-
by-attacking-jeffress/) 
[28]  Love enemies, pray for persecutors: 
Luke 6:27-28 
27 But to you who are listening I say: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, 28 bless those who curse you, 
pray for those who mistreat you. 
[29] See [27].  God's "new" and "holy" Jerusalem: 
Revelation 21:2 & 102 
2 I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of  heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully 
dressed for her husband. ... 10 And he carried me away in the Spirit to a mountain great and high, and showed me the 
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Holy City, Jerusalem, coming down out of  heaven from God.  
[30]  It is estimated that 107 billion humans have been born in all of  history, with 7 billion still alive today.  That leaves a possible 
100 billion humans in heaven already.  Given a few thousand square feet per condo, at five to seven stories tall per building, equate 
to heaven being half  to three-quarters full already. 
[31] Omitted 8/17/2019. 
[32]  See: 2 Corinthians 12:1-4 
[33]  In heaven are the "People of  the Light:" 
Luke 16:8 
8 The master commended the dishonest manager because he had acted shrewdly. For the people of  this world are more 
shrewd in dealing with their own kind than are the people of  the light. 
[34]  See [6] or Revelation 22:16 
[35]  Jesus has full authority over humans on earth: 
Matthew 28:18 
18 Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me." 
[36]  See 2 Corinthians 12:2 
[37]  The thunderous music from one hundred million angels singing: 
Revelation 5:11-12 
11 Then I looked and heard the voice of  many angels, numbering thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times 
ten thousand. They encircled the throne and the living creatures and the elders. 12 In a loud voice they were [singing]... 
[38] God's "unlimited" number of  other universes: 
Secular non-religious neurologist Dr. Eben Alexander wrote about his near death experience in his book Proof  of  Heaven, 
where "Om" (God) revealed to him there were an unlimited number of  other universes, with many other animals, some even 
smarter than us.  See: Proof  of  Heaven, A Neurosurgeon’s Journey in the Afterlife, by Dr. Eben Alexander, MD (2012) and, 
Map of  Heaven, How Science, Religion, and Ordinary People Are Proving the Afterlife, by Dr. Eben Alexander, MD 
(2014.) 
Renowned physicist Dr. Stephen Hawking’s last paper was published days before his death, and made the argument that the 
unlimited number of  other universes in the multiverse are not that dissimilar from our own.  Meaning, based on the fact that 
human animals exist in our one universe, mathematically guarantees vast numbers of  other animals, in the infinite number of  
other universes, some likely smarter than us. 
Dr. Stephen Hawking’s last paper published, see URL: (http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/05/stephen-hawking-s-almost-
last-paper-putting-end-beginning-universe) 
[39]  See The Guardian article of  10/31/2011, titled "Steve's final words were: 'Oh wow. Oh wow. Oh wow.'"  At URL: 
(https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/31/steve-jobs-last-words) 
[40] The Human Body Energy Surplus: To keep a human body, about 25 gallons of  goo, continuously hot at 98.6 degrees F, 
given radiation heat loss of  about two (2) watts an hour, requires a constant power source equal to two (2) watts an hour. The 
human heart and brain use about five (5) volts, this leaves amperage about half  an amp. The chemical reactions inside a body do 
not generate this amount of  power. There is no explanation for the source of  this high amount constant power, save the spirit 
powering the body. 
[41]  Spirits are alive until the light of  God is cut off, extinguishing them as the second death.  But once in heaven, human spirits 
lives forever: 
Revelation 2:11 
11 ...The one who is victorious will not be hurt at all by the second death. 
[42]  The next life is like being born again into a new life: 
John 3:3 
3 Jesus replied, "Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of  God unless they are born again." 
[43]  Jesus demanded celibacy from believers going to heaven: 
Matthew 19:10-12 
10 The disciples said to him, "If  this is the situation between a husband and wife, it is better not to marry.” 11 Jesus 
replied, “Not everyone can accept this word, but only those to whom it has been given. 12 For there are eunuchs who 
were born that way, and there are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs by others—and there are those who choose to 
live like eunuchs for the sake of  the kingdom of  heaven. The one who can accept this should accept it." 
[44]  Paul told men not to have sex and to stay unmarried. 
1 Corinthians 7:1 & 8  
1 Now for the matters you wrote about: "It is good for a man not to have sexual relations with a woman."  ... 8 Now to 
the unmarried and the widows I say: It is good for them to stay unmarried, as I do. 
[45]  Prophet Muhammad in the Holy Qur'an reported everyone in heaven was thirty-three (33) years old.  Accounts of  near 
death experiences support this as truth. 
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[46]  Jesus said every sin is forgiven: 
Mark 3:28 
28 Truly I tell you, people can be forgiven all their sins and every slander they utter, 
[47]  Jesus bitterly accused the preachers back then of  shutting the doors of  heaven: 
Matthew 23:13 
13 [Seven Woes on the Teachers of  the Law and the Pharisees] [ Jesus speaking ] "Woe to you, teachers of  the law and 
Pharisees, you hypocrites! You shut the door of  the kingdom of  heaven in people’s faces. You yourselves do not enter, 
nor will you let those enter who are trying to." 
[48]  Northside Baptist Church, Charlotte, North Carolina, URL: (http://northsidecharlotte.com/)  See page "What We Believe" 
where the below explanation of  salvation was obtain as of  9/14/2018: 
SALVATION 
Salvation involves the redemption of  the whole man, and is offered freely to all who accept Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, who 
by His own blood obtained eternal redemption for the believer.  In its broadest sense salvation includes regeneration, justification, 
sanctification, and glorification. There is no salvation apart from personal faith in Jesus Christ as Lord. 
A. Regeneration, or the new birth, is a work of  God’s grace whereby believers become new creatures in Christ Jesus. It is a 
change of  heart wrought by the Holy Spirit through conviction of  sin, to which the sinner responds in repentance toward God 
and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. Repentance and faith are inseparable experiences of  grace. Repentance is a genuine turning 
from sin toward God. Faith is the acceptance of  Jesus Christ and commitment of  the entire personality to Him as Lord and 
Savior. 
B. Justification is God’s gracious and full acquittal upon principles of  His righteousness of  all sinners who repent and believe in 
Christ. Justification brings the believer unto a relationship of  peace and favor with God. 
C. Sanctification is the experience, beginning in regeneration, by which the believer is set apart to God’s purposes, and is enabled 
to progress toward moral and spiritual maturity through the presence and power of  the Holy Spirit dwelling in him. Growth in 
grace should continue throughout the regenerate person’s life. 
D. Glorification is the culmination of  salvation and is the final blessed and abiding state of  the redeemed. 
Genesis 3:15; Exodus 3:14-17; 6:2-8; Matthew 1:21; 4:17; 16:21-26; 27:22-28:6; Luke 1:68-69; 2:28-32; John 1:11-14,29; 3:3-21,36; 
5:24; 10:9,28-29; 15:1-16; 17:17; Acts 2:21; 4:12; 15:11; 16:30-31; 17:30-31; 20:32; Romans 1:16-18; 2:4; 3:23-25; 4:3ff.; 5:8-10; 6:1-
23; 8:1-18,29-39; 10:9-10,13; 13:11-14; 1 Corinthians 1:18,30; 6:19-20; 15:10; 2 Corinthians 5:17-20; Galatians 2:20; 3:13; 5:22-25; 
6:15; Ephesians 1:7; 2:8-22; 4:11-16; Philippians 2:12-13; Colossians 1:9-22; 3:1ff.; 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24; 2 Timothy 1:12; Titus 
2:11-14; Hebrews 2:1-3; 5:8-9; 9:24-28; 11:1-12:8,14; James 2:14-26; 1 Peter 1:2-23; 1 John 1:6-2:11; Revelation 3:20; 21:1-22:5. 
[49]  A day is a thousand years, a thousand years a day: 
2 Peter 3:8 
8 But do not forget this one thing, dear friends: With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are 
like a day. 
[50]  See: John 14:1-6 
[51]  The light flowing off  of  God, lights up all of  heaven, being the only source of  illumination: 
Revelation 21:22-23 
22 I did not see a temple in the city, because the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. 23 The city does not 
need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of  God gives it light, and the Lamb is its lamp. 
[52]  See [30] 
[53]  See Matthew 25:31-46 
[54]  Jesus said it was nearly impossible to get the wealthy into heaven:  
Matthew 19:23 
23 Then Jesus said to his disciples, "Truly I tell you, it is hard for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of  heaven." 
[55]  Feasts in heaven, see Revelation 19:17-18 
[56]  Giving to the poor anonymously creates reward: 
Matthew 6:2-4 
2 [Jesus speaking] So when you give to the needy, do not announce it with trumpets, as the hypocrites do in the 
synagogues and on the streets, to be honored by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full. 3 But 
when you give to the needy, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, 4 so that your giving may be 
in secret. Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. 
[57]  Jesus set the tithing rate at 100%, saying give all the money directly to the poor: 
Matthew 19:21 
21 Jesus answered, "If  you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you will have treasure 
in heaven. Then come, follow me." 
Luke 12:33 
33 Sell your possessions and give to the poor. Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven 
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that will never fail, where no thief  comes near and no moth destroys. 
[58]  Jesus explained he was the light. 
John 12:35-36 
35 Then Jesus told them, "You are going to have the light just a little while longer. Walk while you have the light, before 
darkness overtakes you. Whoever walks in the dark does not know where they are going. 36 Believe in the light while you 
have the light, so that you may become children of  light." 
[59]  See 'Jesus the bread of  life' at John 6:25-70 
[60]  Use a search engine to search for Whitney Houston and her daughter's deaths being similar, one year apart. 
[61]  Jesus gives each person their reward, in person. 
Revelation 22:12 
12 [Epilogue: Invitation and Warning] "Look, I am coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give to each person 
according to what they have done." 
Matthew 16:27 
27 For the Son of  Man is going to come in his Father’s glory with his angels, and then he will reward each person 
according to what they have done. 
[62]  Jesus is seated to the right side of  God: 
Matthew 26:64 
64 "You have said so," Jesus replied. "But I say to all of  you: From now on you will see the Son of  Man sitting at the 
right hand of  the Mighty One and coming on the clouds of  heaven." 
[63]  Twenty four elders before the throne, see Revelation 4:10 and Revelation 5:8. 
[64]  See [37] 
[70] "Union" defined in Zechariah 11:14, foretold in end times in Ephesians 1:10, end times todo list to Ezekiel 37 "join 
together into one stick." 
[71] Isaiah 49:8, Isaiah 54:10, Isaiah 55:3, Isaiah 61:8, Ezekiel 37:26, Ezekiel 34:25 
[72] Zechariah 14:4-7 
[73] 1 Thessalonians 4:17 
[74] Zechariah 6:5, Zechariah 1:20. 
[75] Psalm 45 ties in with the "wedding of  the lamb" in Revelation 19:7-8. Isaiah 54:1-10 is God's direct message to Mary once 
identified. See Qur'an on Mary. 
[76] Rod of  iron. Revelation 12:5, Revelation 2:27, Revelation 19:15, Psalm 2:9 
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